Basic Benefits Training
Immigrants and Public Benefits

MARCH 28, 2019

Trainers: Pat Baker, Deidre Giblin, Iris Gomez , Judith Liben, Andrea Park and Vicky Pulos from the Massachusetts Law Reform Institute, Naomi Meyer from Greater Boston Legal Services, and Katie Condon Grace from Metrowest Legal Services

AGENDA

9:00-9:30 Registration

9:30-12:30 Morning program with one short break

Welcome – MCLE

Immigration Statuses and the Consequences of Receiving Certain Kinds of Benefits – Iris Gomez

Public Charge Q & A

Immigration Policy Updates, Know Your Rights, Protecting Immigrant Families – Deirdre Giblin

Housing Programs (including EA shelter) – Judith Liben and Andrea Park

12:30-1:30 Lunch Break

1:30-4:00 Afternoon program with one short break

Health Programs
  • Basic Track – Katie Condon Grace
  • Advanced Track – Vicky Pulos

Cash Welfare & Nutrition Programs
  • Basic Track – Pat Baker
  • Advanced Track – Naomi Meyer

** Please complete training evaluation included with materials. Your feedback is appreciated!**